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The optoelectronic properties of p-type 6-H silicon carbide (6H-SiC) have been investigated in an experiment that used lateral and vertical photoconductive (PC) switches. Both photovoltaic and photoconductive effects are reported, which were observed on switches using both geometries and measured at several wavelengths near the 6H-SiC absorption edge. PC techniques were employed to measure the surface and bulk carrier lifetimes of 40 and 200 ns, respectively. The switches displayed a high-speed photovoltaic response to picosecond laser excitations in the UV and visible spectral regions. In particular, efficient subnanosecond optical absorption processes were observed in the visible region.

The photovoltage was measured as a function of both laser wavelength (and hence absorption depth) and laser beam position within the switching gap. The switch response to picosecond laser pulses in the UV, violet, green, and red spectral regions was shown to have subnanosecond photovoltaic response times. Finally, since the optical absorption coefficient had not been well established for device-grade 6H-SiC, the optical absorption coefficient near the 6H-SiC bandgap energy ($E_g$) was also measured, and the bandgap was determined to be approximately 3.1 eV.
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1. Introduction

Silicon carbide (SiC) is potentially suitable for high-speed and high-power photoconductive (PC) switching applications since it is a semiconductor material with a wide band-gap energy of ~3 eV. As such, SiC is suitable for two applications where gallium arsenide and silicon cannot compete—high temperature and high power. Because of the material's large thermal conductivity and high breakdown electric field, which are both approximately 10 times greater than those of GaAs, SiC may be ideally suited for optoelectronic applications. It was with this in mind that my colleagues and I conducted extensive research to determine the feasibility of using the 6H silicon-carbide (6H-SiC) polyphase for PC switching applications.

Although the optoelectronic potential of SiC has been known since 1907 [1], only recently has electronic device grade SiC been available [2]. In this report I describe how the optoelectronic properties of 6H-SiC were investigated with lateral and vertical photoconductive switches. I report the measurement of photovoltaic and photoconductive effects for both geometries and at several wavelengths near the 6H-SiC absorption edge. The PC carrier lifetime in p-type 6H-SiC was measured, with surface and bulk PC carrier lifetimes determined to be 40 and 200 ns, respectively [3]. Although the devices possess dark resistances on the order of 10 Ω, the switching efficiency of the vertical switches approached 32 percent, while the resistance of the lateral devices could be reduced by 50 percent with 200 μJ of laser radiation at λ = 337 nm.

In addition, I measured photoconductivity in the vertical switches with a device static power dissipation exceeding 11 W. Although the semiconductor glowed from the high level of dc power being dissipated, only the switch mount was damaged. This is further proof that 6H-SiC is indeed a high-temperature optoelectronic material.

Section 2 presents the results of a detailed study of the photovoltaic (PV) properties of 6H-SiC. The photovoltaic response was measured as a function of laser-beam position and laser wavelength (near the 6H-SiC absorption edge). A nitrogen laser with a 7-ns pulse width was used to measure an efficient PV effect (I generated a 40-mV signal using a 200-μJ pulse at 337 nm). In addition, this material displayed a high-speed PV response to picosecond laser excitations; measurement-limited subnanosecond PV response times were observed for laser photon energies less than the 6H-SiC band gap energy. The photovoltaic response was measured as a function of laser wavelength and beam spatial position within the switching
gap, along with the PC carrier lifetime and optical absorption coefficient. The data show that the measured photovoltage is a sensitive function of both spatial position and optical absorption depth. Hypothetical arguments are presented that qualitatively explain the observed PV effects.

The switch response to picosecond laser pulses in the UV, violet, green, and red spectral regions are shown to have subnanosecond photovoltaic response times. Finally, since the optical absorption coefficient has not been well established for device-grade 6H-SiC, the optical absorption coefficient near the 6H-SiC band-gap energy \( (E_g = 3 \text{ eV}) \) was also measured. For these samples the measured value of \( E_g \) was approximately 3.1 eV.

The PC measurements were made on switches of both device geometries placed in a low-impedance dc circuit, which was designed for maximum sensitivity. These measurements are described in section 4. In a setup using lateral PC switches and above-band-gap radiation, the PC carrier lifetime at the SiC crystal surface was measured and found to be approximately 40 ns. In a setup using vertical switches and below-band-gap radiation, the bulk SiC PC carrier lifetime was determined to be approximately 200 ns for this material. In both cases, the PC response showed a double-exponential decay, with both a fast component and a slower component, which I attribute to direct electron-hole recombination and re-emission of trapped charge, respectively. This same behavior was observed by Okumura et al [4] in 3C-SiC.

The primary technological barrier to the use of SiC as a PC switch material is the low substrate and epitaxial layer resistivity values attainable to date. Using deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) and p-n junction diodes provided by NASA Lewis Research Center, my colleagues and I made measurements at Old Dominion University in an attempt to identify both shallow and deep-level electronic impurities in 6H-SiC. To date, we have identified what we believe to be a fairly deep-level impurity with an activation energy of 0.58 eV. This is the subject of a separate report [5].

Although 6H-SiC is a relatively new material as far as electronic-grade substrates are concerned, considerable research into the material constants and growth of SiC substrates and epitaxial films has been reported in the literature [6–9]. In particular, invited review articles by Davis et al [10] and Trew et al [11] discuss most of the relevant issues relating to this new and exciting semiconductor material.
Because of this extensive coverage in the literature, I do not dwell on the numerous materials issues, but rather simply compare the relevant properties of SiC with those of GaAs and Si, and point out the important differences. Table 1 compares the relevant material properties of Si, GaAs, and 6H-SiC.

The most important material properties of SiC, GaAs, and Si for the optoelectronic attenuator application are the electron and hole mobilities and saturated drift velocity. Table 1 shows that 6H-SiC has lower carrier mobility than Si or GaAs but a higher saturated drift velocity, which would normally be a disadvantage for any semiconductor material. However, since the maximum operating electric field for 6H-SiC is approximately 10 times greater than for GaAs, the lower mobility values are offset by the higher saturated velocity.

As far as thermal behavior is concerned, clearly 6H-SiC is superior to both GaAs and Si, with a thermal conductivity more than 3.3 times that of Si and 10 times that of GaAs. This point is also evident from the greatly increased maximum operating temperature of 6H-SiC. Thus, for high-power and ultra-fast applications where high-electric-field regions are present in PC switches, 6H-SiC has an obvious advantage over both Si and GaAs. It was with these points in mind that I set out to explore the suitability of 6H-SiC as a high-speed and high-power PC switching material.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>GaAs</th>
<th>6H-SiC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Band-gap energy (eV)</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum operating temperature (K)</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>1580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melting point (K)</td>
<td>1690</td>
<td>1510</td>
<td>2100*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band-gap type</td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron mobility (cm$^2$/V-s)</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>8800</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hole mobility (cm$^2$/V-s)</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breakdown field (10^6 V/cm)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity (W/cm$^2$-K)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturated electron drift velocity (10^6 cm/s)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric constant</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Sublimation occurs at this temperature.
2. SiC Photoconductive Switch Design and Fabrication

P-type 6H-SiC substrates were selected for this investigation. These substrates were not semi-insulating, since the bulk resistivity was only 0.5 Ω-cm. This presents a serious problem for PC switching because of the low value of dark resistance. As a way to circumvent this problem, high-resistivity (22 Ω-cm) p-doped epi-layers were grown on a 1-in. wafer (see fig. 1). The epi-layer thickness was 20 μm. A highly doped $p^{**}$ ($N_A > 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$) layer was then grown on top of the $p$ epi-layer to achieve ohmic contact to the material. The $p^{**}$ epi-layer was then reactive ion etched [12] in NF$_3$ (with Al used as the etchant mask) so that the simple gap of the lateral switch could be electrically isolated. Al-Ti alloy contacts [13] were then formed on top of the $p^{**}$ mesas with a smaller (10-μm undersized) contact pattern. After the ohmic contacts were annealed, gold overlayers were deposited on top and patterned with the same mask. Current-voltage (I-V) measurements made on a curve tracer displayed ohmic contact behavior. The lateral switch dark resistance varied from 13 to 20 Ω across the wafer.

The lateral device contact geometry used was a microstrip line with a simple gap $L$ of 10 μm, 0.5 mm, or 3 mm, as shown in figure 1. A ground plane was deposited to form a 50-Ω characteristic impedance; however, this contact was not connected to circuit ground during these experiments, since the device was placed on a piece of Mylar film. This was done so that the photocarriers would flow between the two microstrip contacts and not be shunted to ground by the low-impedance substrate. The microstrip line width was 465 μm.

For the vertical PC switches, a 170-Ω-cm epitaxial layer was grown on the SiC substrate (see fig. 2). The epi-layer thickness was 20 μm. Highly doped $p^{**}$ ($N_A > 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$) layers were then grown on top of these epi-layers to achieve ohmic contact to the material. Al/Ti alloy contacts were then patterned in identical fashion as the lateral switches, except for the contact geometry. The contacts consisted of

---

* Cree Research, Inc., 2810 Meridian Parkway, Suite 176, Durham, NC 27713.  
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a gridded top electrode with a solid bottom electrode (fig. 2). The gridded top electrode was designed for maximum optical coupling efficiency, which implies a metal-to-open-area ratio of 1:1. The solid bottom electrode was recessed from the SiC chip edges to reduce leakage currents. Although only the top electrode was fabricated on a highly doped ($p^{++}$) epi-layer, the low substrate resistivity yielded ohmic contact, as indicated by $I-V$ measurements on a Tektronix 576 curve tracer. The dark resistance varied from 8 to 10 $\Omega$ for the vertical devices.

Figure 2. Schematic view of vertical PC switch design showing gridded top electrode. Solid bottom electrode was placed at center of device to suppress leakage currents on chip edges. Device size $1 \times 1$ cm.
3. Photovoltaic Experiments Using Lateral Switches

Various measurements were performed in the assessment of the PV response of 6H-SiC. Both "near-band-gap" and "high-speed" picosecond measurements were performed with two different UV laser systems (sect. 3.1 and 3.2). Section 3.3 discusses the PV data and the rather unusual observed PV response. Since time did not permit experimental verification of the analysis that is presented, it is only of a qualitative nature, intended to form the basis of a more detailed analysis planned for the future.

3.1 Near-Band-Gap Measurements

The experimental setup used to determine the PV response near the 6H-SiC band-gap energy is shown in figure 3. A UV/violet dye (Exciton, Inc., No. PBBO) was pumped with an XeCl excimer laser so that the laser wavelength could be tuned through the 6H-SiC absorption edge (385 nm ≤ λ_dye ≤ 430 nm). For reference, the published band-gap energy of this material is 3 eV, which corresponds to a photon wavelength of 414 nm. I used the XeCl (λ = 308 nm) laser output to directly assess the switch behavior well above band gap. The XeCl laser output energy was ~18 µJ, with a 15-ns pulse width and a 1-Hz repetition rate. The dye output energy was maintained at ~16 ± 1.6 µJ, with a 5-ns pulse width and 1-Hz repetition rate. The dye wavelength could be measured to within 1 nm.

Figure 4 shows the measured PV response from a 10-µm-gap lateral PC switch when activated by the N_2 laser. A dependence of the PV response on the laser beam position was observed. Since the 1-mm spot size was much greater than the switch gap, the spot was positioned in one of three positions: covering the gap (position 2), or at the edge of one of the metalized microstrip lines (positions 1 and 3). Inspection of the data shows that the PV response of the 10-µm
SiC PC switch is fairly fast; the PV decay time for positions 1 and 3 is approximately 10 ns, as indicated in the figure. These data suggest that 6H-SiC may be suitable for high-speed UV detection applications.

For a full understanding of this high-speed PV response, the spot size relationship with respect to the switching gap must be better controlled. Using the symmetrical circuit of figure 5, I illuminated a 3-mm-gap lateral PC switch with the XeCl laser directly (\(\lambda = 308\) nm) to assess the above-band-gap (i.e., \(h\nu_{\text{laser}} > E_g\)) device performance. The laser spot size was on the order of 0.5 mm. A PV effect was observed with the polarity of the detected photovoltage being dependent on the laser beam position with respect to the switch gap and scope connection, as shown in figure 6. Note that the PV signal polarity for laser beam positions at \(X = 0\) and 3 mm is reversed. When the positions of the matched 50-\(\Omega\) cable and scope termination were reversed, the behavior observed was identical to that shown in the figure; thus, the switch behavior is symmetrical.

Also shown in figure 6 is the PV response as a function of laser position measured with below-band-gap radiation (\(\lambda = 431\) nm). There are two major differences between these data and the 308-nm data:

Figure 4. PV response of a 10-\(\mu\)m-gap lateral switch. Laser pulse width was 7.7 ns (\(\lambda = 337\) nm). Pulse decay time = 10 ns. Beam positions defined in figure 3.

Figure 5. Symmetrical circuit configuration used to measure 6H-SiC PV response. Laser spot size \(\leq 1\) mm. \(X\) denotes beam position within gap.
First, the PV signal never reaches zero value anywhere within the switch gap. Second, the PV response contains more structure, with both positive- and negative-polarity signal components present. Some proposed explanations for these observations are discussed in section 3.3.

The peak photovoltage was measured as a function of laser wavelength and is shown in figure 7. Because of the low signal amplitude, 10 waveforms were measured, then averaged to complete this figure. The laser beam position was at $X = 0.0$ mm with a 0.5-mm spot size. The figure shows that the peak PV response occurs at about 401 nm, while the peak optical output of blue SiC light-emitting diodes (LED's) occurs at approximately 472 nm [14]. This apparent difference between the peak PV response and the peak spectral output of blue LED's may be due to the different material structures used to fabricate the respective devices: p-n junction diodes for blue LED's, and p-p' junctions here for the lateral and vertical PC switches. In addition, $\lambda_{\text{absorption}} < \lambda_{\text{emission}}$ is typically observed with LED's, with which these results are consistent.

The optical absorption coefficient, $\alpha$, of p-type 6H-SiC was also measured (see fig. 8) with the XeCl/dye laser system via an optical transmission measurement. The absorption coefficient was calculated assuming a refractive index of 2.58. Note that $\alpha$ depends strongly on $\lambda$, and thus on the absorption depth. This indicates that carrier generation for photon energies above and below $E_g$ may
Fligr
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Figure 7. Average peak PV response of lateral device versus $\lambda$. Laser beam position: $X = 0.0$ mm. Note: Peak PV response at 401 nm.

Figure 8. Measured optical absorption coefficient, $\alpha$, as a function of photon energy. Measurements made with XeCl-pumped UV/violet FBBO dye.

occur in different epi-layer regions of the device, because of changes in the optical penetration depths at these different wavelengths. As a result, there should be a positional dependence of the PV response at wavelengths above and below $E_g$ due to the device structure, and figure 6 appears to support this conclusion. Section 3.3 gives further details of how all the SiC PV response data can be used to draw conclusions pertaining to device performance.

3.2 High-Speed Picosecond Measurements

The high-speed PV measurements were made on a 3-mm-gap lateral PC switch under the same setup as figure 5, except that a picosecond laser system was used in place of the XeCl/dye laser system [15]. Several picosecond measurements were made at the following wavelength regimes: UV ($\lambda = 266$ nm), violet ($\lambda = 450$ nm), green ($\lambda = 532$ nm), and red ($\lambda = 705$ nm). The laser pulse widths for the UV, green, and red wavelengths were $\approx 10$ ps, with the green pulse width being $\approx 150$ ps. The energies were $\approx 10, 20, 200,$ and $40 \mu J$ for the UV,
violet, green, and red wavelengths, respectively. The laser spot was centered at $X = 0.0$ mm (spot size for all cases $\leq 1.5$ mm). Figure 9 shows the resulting PV response for these picosecond laser excitations.

The observed photovoltage under violet ($\lambda = 450$ nm) excitation is shown in figure 9(b). Note that there is a subnanosecond PV rise time followed by two distinct decay times: a fast subnanosecond decay time followed by a slower 4-ns decay time. For photon ener-

![Image](a)

$\lambda = 266$ nm, $E_{inc} = 10$ $\mu$J

![Image](b)

$\lambda = 450$ nm, $E_{inc} = 20$ $\mu$J

![Image](c)

$\lambda = 532$ nm, $E_{inc} = 200$ $\mu$J

![Image](d)

$\lambda = 705$ nm, $E_{inc} = 40$ $\mu$J

Figure 9. Picosecond PV response of a 3-mm-gap lateral 6H-SiC PC switch: (a) UV PV response, oscilloscope-limited rise time, 6-ns fall time, (b) visible (violet) PV response, oscilloscope-limited rise time, and initial fall time, (c) visible (green) PV response, oscilloscope-limited rise and fall times, and (d) visible (red) PV response, oscilloscope-limited rise and fall times. Beam position (fig. 6): $X = 0$. 
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gies well below $E_g$ (i.e., for the green, fig. 9(c), and red, fig. 9(d), laser excitations), the PV response rise time was identical, while only the subnanosecond fall time was observed. It should be noted that these measurements were limited by the 1-GHz bandwidth of the analog oscilloscope. When the photon energy was greater than $E_g$ (i.e., during UV excitation), the response had the same subnanosecond rise time, but only the slow decay time was observed, which was ~6 ns.

3.3 Photovoltaic Experimental Discussion

The successful measurement of a significant high-speed PV effect in 6H-SiC indicates that efficient UV photodetection at high temperatures is possible [16]. The very fast carrier decay times ($\tau_{\text{decay}} \approx 1$ ns for below-band-gap radiation) observed during these experiments indicate that the UV detection is also high speed. The central question therefore is, what are the mechanisms responsible for the observed variation in photovoltage as a function of laser wavelength and beam position? For insight, I offer the following qualitative arguments. These arguments must show a correlation between the dependence of the PV response on carrier generation, both in terms of the spatial position of the laser beam within the gap and in terms of the optical absorption depth of the laser photons within the semiconductor. Therefore, any model of the PV response must show qualitative agreement between the material structure and the device geometry.

Figure 10, a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the contact region, shows that the $p^{++}$ epi-layer protrudes ~5 μm from the Al-Ti alloy contact edge. Figure 11 shows the proposed energy band
Figure 11. Proposed energy band diagram for contact region shown in figure 10. Photon energies above and below $E_s$ are indicated by $h\nu_1$ and $h\nu_2$, respectively, along with corresponding electron drift directions.

Diagram for the lateral devices. Upon illumination of this region with above-band-gap radiation, designated by $h\nu_1$ in figure 11, carriers are generated near the Al-Ti alloy/$p^{++}$ interface. This metal/semiconductor interface is modeled as a Schottky contact. Although curve tracer data show ohmic-like contact behavior, the junction behavior in the presence of optically injected electrons results in a Schottky contact region (also, the I-V measurements are dominated by the low-resistivity substrate, not the $p^{++}$ epi-layer; this also makes the contact look “ohmic like”). Therefore, carriers generated at this junction will be separated by the built-in Schottky potential, with electrons entering the metal and holes being swept into the bulk. Measurement of a voltage pulse with a negative polarity (see fig. 6, 308 nm, $X = 0.0$ mm) supports this hypothesis.

The polarity of the measured photovoltage is a function of where one measures the PV with respect to the position of the laser spot, as the data in figures 4 and 6 indicate. This can be explained by a simple charge neutrality argument, whereby if one assumes that the switch gap must remain electrically neutral, then any charge that is swept out of the switch gap and into the metal must be compensated by the same polarity charge being injected at the other contact. If a negative voltage pulse is measured at the left (i.e., oscilloscope) contact, this implies that a positive pulse should be measured at the other contact, since this contact must inject electrons for the device to remain neutral; therefore, a net positive charge is detected at that contact during electron injection. Careful inspection of figures 4 and 6 shows that this is indeed the case, and thus the charge neutrality argument appears to be valid.

When below-band-gap radiation is used, denoted by $h\nu_2$ in figure 11, the effect of the Schottky junction is negligible because of the increased penetration depth at this wavelength; however, the $p^{++}/p$ interface and the $p/p^*$ interface must now be taken into account. In this case the polarity of the observed photovoltage due to the built-in field of the $p^{++}/p$ interface is reversed, since electrons will be
swept into the bulk and holes will be swept into the metal. The voltage pulse shape from this interface will tend to follow the laser pulse, since the carriers are generated only 1 μm from the metal/p\textsuperscript{+} interface. Since the absorption depth for hν\textsubscript{2} is fairly deep (see fig. 8 and 11), the built-in potential of the p/p\textsuperscript{+} interface also contributes to the observed photovoltaic response at these wavelengths. For this junction, the signal polarity will be the same as that produced by the metal/p\textsuperscript{+} interface, with one primary exception. Since the generated carriers are now 20 μm from the collecting metal contact, a significant broadening of the PV pulse shape would be expected. Since the hole mobility in SiC is on the order of 40 cm\textsuperscript{2}/V-s, this corresponds to a carrier drift time of ≈1 μs (assuming that a built-in field of 100 mV is dropped across the 20-μm epi-layer). Inspection of the 430-nm waveform at X = 0.0 mm in figure 6 shows that this explanation is in qualitative agreement with the experiment; the long decay time is on the order of a microsecond.

The high-speed response can best be summed up as follows: since a significant response was measured for photon energies well below the 6H-SiC band-gap energy, one must conclude that the semiconductor contains many impurity centers. These centers obviously permit efficient carrier generation to occur, and the lifetimes of photoinduced carriers that are related to these impurity centers are extremely short. It must be noted that, unlike that of Si, the free carrier concentration of SiC may be much less than 40 percent of the actual doping concentration [17]. Therefore, the fast behavior may well be caused by the increased ionization of acceptors (here Al for p-type doping), since an increase in majority carriers (i.e., holes) is caused by the optical input. Upon removal of the optical excitation, equilibrium is re-established on picosecond time scales. This is shown by the hole capture time constant of the ionized acceptors, which is given by

$$\tau_c = [N_A v_{th} \sigma_c]^{-1} ,$$

where $N_A$ is the doping concentration, $v_{th}$ is the thermal velocity, and $\sigma_c$ is the capture cross section. Assuming $N_A = 10^{17}$ cm\textsuperscript{-3}, $v_{th} = 10^7$ cm/s, and $\sigma_c = 10^{-13}$ cm\textsuperscript{2}, then $\tau_c = 10^{-11}$ s, which indicates that picosecond behavior is possible. Therefore a fast response time can be expected, assuming that below-band-gap absorption is mediated by ionized impurities within the 6H-SiC material. The longer PV response corresponds to direct electron-hole recombination, which has been measured for these devices to be on the order of nanoseconds [18]. Thus, the response at 450 nm is most likely a superposition of these two effects. It is interesting that the devices respond to photon energies that are so much lower than $E_g$. 
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4. SiC Photoconductive Switch Experiments

Since the dark resistance of both switch types was less than 20 Ω, a low-impedance circuit was used for the photoconductivity measurements. The circuit consisted of a simple dc bias, charging resistor, and load, as shown in figure 12. A carbon-filled resistor was used to minimize unwanted stray inductance. The load resistance indicated is actually the oscilloscope input impedance, which was ac coupled to improve the measurement sensitivity.

A UV dye (Coumarin 440) was pumped with a Laser Science, Inc., N\textsubscript{2} laser (model VSL-337ND) so that the laser wavelength could be tuned around the absorption edge of 6H-SiC. The band-gap energy of this material is 3 eV, which corresponds to a wavelength of 414 nm. I used the N\textsubscript{2} laser output to assess the switch behavior well above band gap. The N\textsubscript{2} laser output energy was ~200 μJ, with a pulse width of 7.7 ns and a 3-Hz repetition rate. The dye output energy was ~10 μJ, with the same pulse width and repetition rate.

The measured PC response of a 10-μm-gap lateral PC switch is shown in figure 13 as a function of bias voltage. The calculated on-state resistance was typically 8 Ω. Note that the dark resistance was reduced by 50 percent when the PC switch was illuminated by the laser.

For the vertical devices, similar results were observed, with two exceptions. First, since the switching gap is the substrate itself, a polarity change in the PV response with respect to the beam position across the gridded electrode was not expected or observed. Second, since the vertical switch dark resistance was approximately half the
lateral switch dark resistance, considerable device heating occurred for high bias values. Also, the vertical switches were placed on an insulating surface and were therefore poorly heat sinked. As a consequence, for a device static power dissipation exceeding 11 W, the vertical switch grew to be so hot that it glowed until the switch mount failed. The device was remounted and found to be still operational. The PC switch response is shown in figure 14. $R_m$ was 1.9, 2.2, and 1.3 \(\Omega\) for $V_c = 5, 10, \text{and} 15 \text{V}$, respectively.

These effects were observed in a vertical switch with laser radiation that was well above the band-gap energy of 6H-SiC. I then pumped some UV and violet dyes with the N$_2$ laser so that I could measure the switch response for radiation just above and below the band-gap energy. The band-gap energy of 6H-SiC corresponds to a wavelength of \(\sim 414 \text{ nm}\), and the dyes were chosen to be near this wavelength. The switches responded as anticipated: smaller PC voltages were observed for photon energies well below the band-gap edge,
with values comparable to those in figure 13 observed for photon energies at and above the absorption edge. The vertical switch efficiency, \( \eta \), is defined as the ratio of the switched-out voltage pulse amplitude, \( V_p \), to the supply voltage, \( V_s \). With 337-nm radiation and a bias of 5 V, the vertical SiC switch \( \eta \) was 32 percent, and an increasing efficiency was observed for increasing switch bias.

Figure 15 shows the data used to determine the bulk carrier lifetime with below-band-gap (\( \lambda = 431 \text{ nm} \)) radiation. The p-type 6H-SiC displayed a double-exponential PC carrier lifetime decay behavior, which was observed with the lateral switches as well. As indicated in the figure, a fast decay of \( \approx 200 \text{ ns} \) was observed. Not completely shown in the figure is the measured slower decay of \( \approx 800 \mu \text{s} \). At \( \lambda = 337 \text{ nm} \), the fast decay was \( \approx 330 \text{ ns} \), followed by a slower decay of \( \approx 590 \mu \text{s} \). In comparison, the surface lifetime measured with the 10-\( \mu \text{m} \) lateral switch (fig. 13) was \( \approx 40 \text{ ns} \).

Two distinct carrier decay times, as shown in figures 13 and 15, were measured in 3C-SiC by Okumura et al [4]. I believe that their explanation for the 3C-SiC behavior is also valid for these experimental results in 6H-SiC, namely that the fast component is due to direct electron-hole recombination, while the long decay time is caused by the re-emission of carriers from traps that reside within the energy band gap. I plan further experiments to investigate this hypothesis.

The corresponding carrier lifetime at the switch surface is \( \approx 40 \text{ ns} \). The value of surface lifetime quoted is, however, an estimate, since figure 13 shows a slight variation in this value with applied voltage. The applied voltage also results in an increase in the switch temperature, which may account for this change. Carrier transport effects, such as carrier sweep-out, may also account for this behavior.

Figure 15. PC carrier recombination lifetime measured with vertical PC switch. \( V_s = 10 \text{ V} \), \( \lambda = 431 \text{ nm} \). Double-exponential decay times, \( \tau_{\text{fast}} \) and \( \tau_{\text{slow}} \) indicated.
5. Summary

The measurement of efficient photoconductive switching in p-type 6H-SiC switches was limited by the low dark resistivity of the material. With higher resistivity substrates, the switching efficiency should improve dramatically, although the value measured with the vertical switch ($\eta = 32$ percent) was not for the optimum circuit. The encouraging observation that the vertical 6H-SiC devices can operate at high temperatures obviously has implications for pulsed-power applications. The ability to fabricate large photoconducting devices for high-voltage applications is still, however, uncertain, since we could not hold off large voltages with these devices ($R_{\text{dark}} = 2 \, \Omega$). It is important to note that with the vertical structure, substantial photoconductivity was observed at 337 nm, even though this corresponds to a photon energy that is well above the 6H-SiC band-gap energy. We believe that carrier diffusion and drift are responsible for this observed behavior.

This successful measurement of a significant photovoltaic effect in 6H-SiC, even with the observation of ohmic contact behavior in the dark state, indicates that efficient UV photodetection at high temperatures is possible. The very fast carrier decay times ($\tau_{\text{decay}} = 10 \, \text{ns}$) observed during these experiments indicate that the UV detection may also be high speed.

The identification of several deep-level electronic impurities may eventually lead to higher resistivity 6H-SiC materials, with the ultimate goal of semi-insulating behavior being achieved. Once this can be accomplished, 6H-SiC will then be suitable for both ultra-fast and high-power PC switching applications, and, in particular, the optoelectronic attenuator scheme [19] can be implemented with SiC for a thermal dissipation much improved over either GaAs or silicon.
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